**Qatar chairs high-level UN debate**

**In brief**

Qatar has been elected as a member of the UNESCO Executive Board to the 73rd session of the UN General Assembly. The forum will hold a preparatory meeting on the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals in the context of the preparations for a high-level political summit to be held in September this year.

**PHCC to provide integrated healthcare through family medicine**

**In brief**

The Permanent Representative of Qatar to the United Nations, ambassador Sheikha Al-Arya Ahmed bin Ali al-Thani, chaired, in her capacity as Vice-President of the 73rd session of the UN General Assembly, a high-level debate on the role of regional organisations in preventing and implementing crime prevention initiatives.

Sheikha Al-Arya said that she was pleased to welcome representatives of regional organisations in the debate, with the goal of enhancing partnerships in this field, noting that the General Assembly highlights the importance of strengthening regional and cultural industries and markets through the preparation and organization of the activities of the Commission at the national level, such as increasing access to fair judicial practices, enabling participation in discourse forums on the challenges facing the international community, and helping international efforts in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice.

Sheikha Al-Arya represented Qatar in the second interactive panel discussion titled "Outstanding support of regional organisations in matters of crime prevention and criminal justice in the context of the implementation of the Doha Declaration on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice", addressing the role of law on a national, regional, and international level.

**By Joseph Varghese**

**BUSINESS**

Qatar expressed its strong commitment to provide the desired impact on the people of Manama province in northwestern Nigeria, which caused deaths and injuries, in a statement that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs restated Qatar’s firm belief in the importance of preventing violence against peaceful demonstrators in all circumstances and ensuring their rights.

**Qatar** by Joseph Varghese

Qatar has elected a member of the UNESCO Executive Board to the 73rd session of the UN General Assembly. The forum will hold a preparatory meeting on the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals in the context of the preparations for a high-level political summit to be held in September this year.
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PHCC is a government healthcare provider in Qatar. It has announced that it will provide integrated healthcare services through family medicine. This strategy aims to improve patient outcomes by providing comprehensive care and enhancing patient experience.
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Summer Entertainment City sees increase in footfall

By Peter Alagos

Business Reporter

S
ummer Entertainment City (SEC), which will run until July 13 at the Doha Exhibition and Convention Centre (DECC), saw the number of visitors round the clock during Eid, according to Yousri Qazi, programme co-ordinator with the Qatar National Tourism Council (QNTC).

Qazi Yousri, who visited SEC last month, said that the “impressive” public response, was seen by the end of Eid, “We crossed the 12,000 or the 14,000 mark by the end of Eid, “Yousri said.

Qazi Yousri, programme co-ordinator with the Qatar National Tourism Council (QNTC)

The local community usually likes to spend the Eid holiday with their relatives, friends, and other family members. But surprisingly, we still managed to attract a large footfall and a very good response.

SEC opened its doors to the public on August 5, and received around 1,600 people, as we can safely say that we could cross the 12,000 or 14,000 mark by the end of Eid,” Yousri said.

The official also explained that the “impressive” public response was because of the SEC’s variety of performances and attractions. Qazi said that the amusement rides and digital games that offer many exciting prizes; there are around 90 activities and around 24 food-machines to entertain visitors.

The SEC is made up of two halls, the VR and gaming area. Aside from its huge list of food options, the VR and gaming area is well-prepared to receive visitors with a number of cafeterias, hallways, and roaming shows, including performances from the popular Qatar Philharmonic Orchestra.

Qazi said that SEC held its first event in Qatar, that the “impressive” public response.

Qazi Yousri also appreciated the efforts of QSports, in collaboration with the Qatar National Tourism Council (QNTC), for the launch of the SEC.

The festival of entertainment ended on a high note with the launching of the celebration of the Cultural Year.
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He highlighted that Qatar was fully committed to supporting international efforts in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice, which contributed to the development of new approaches to accelerating the implementation of justice initiatives. The declaration, in that context, also called for the exchange of experiences and continuous efforts for the development of new approaches in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice, and so as not to litter this beautiful environment.

SEC in the third annual event organized by QSports, in collaboration with the Qatar National Tourism Council.

Objects also partnered with other entertainment entities in Qatar, including MyEpic, E-Blue Gaming, MinPolis, Virtual Reality, and Ambulances, and was able to rely on a diverse range of entertainment and kids activities during the event.

Qatar elected to Unesco panel

Qatar, represented by the ministry of Culture and Sports, participated in the three-day meeting of the Convention on the “Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions” at the UNESCO headquarters.

Qatar, represented by the ministry of Culture and Sports, participated in the three-day meeting of the Convention on the “Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions” at the UNESCO headquarters.

It was the first time in Qatar, that such an event was held. “We have brought the ‘Safinah Frank’, Hall 1 of SEC in the Vagelis Hall, and it is totally dedicated to the visitors, and, aside from the activities, the SEC offers a huge list of food options, hence it’s something for everybody,” Yousri said.

A young girl enjoys one of the rides while other kids and parents look on.
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Major General Abdullah bin Ali Al Hamad, the 24th President of the General Assembly, affirmed that Qatar’s decision to join the Council, was one of the important roles played by regional organisations in combating crime and criminal justice. The declaration, in that context, also called for the exchange of experiences and continuous efforts for the development of new approaches in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice.

He highlighted that Qatar was fully committed to supporting international efforts in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice, which contributed to the development of new approaches to accelerating the implementation of justice initiatives. The declaration, in that context, also called for the exchange of experiences and continuous efforts for the development of new approaches in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice.

He highlighted that Qatar was fully committed to supporting international efforts in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice, which contributed to the development of new approaches to accelerating the implementation of justice initiatives. The declaration, in that context, also called for the exchange of experiences and continuous efforts for the development of new approaches in the field of crime prevention and criminal justice.

Many of the regular performances were seen draws at SEC 2019.

SEC 2019 in the third annual event organized by QSports, with the Qatar National Tourism Council.

Objects also partnered with other entertainment entities in Qatar, including MyEpic, E-Blue Gaming, MinPolis, VR, Ambulances, and was able to rely on a diverse range of entertainment and kids activities during the event.

Qatar chairs debate at UN General Assembly
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The bus company said five people were also injured in the accident.

Conflict

The protesters have been demanding civilian rule. The generals have so far been holding talks with protest leaders and the generals, days after a deadly crackdown killed dozens of demonstrators in the capital.

Ethiopia PM urges democratic Sudan transition after crackdown

Abiy Ahmed, who has resigned as a key regional leader, arrived in Khartoum to reorganise the elections to choose a new leader.

The protesters have been demanding civilian rule. The generals have so far been holding talks with protest leaders and the generals, days after a deadly crackdown killed dozens of demonstrators in the capital.

Syria flare-ups leave over 100 fighters dead

France, Russia and the United States have halted flights over the capital, Algiers, and warned civilians to evacuate.

The United States has hit 23 Iranian entities and 17 individuals with new sanctions.

Algerians rally for change after presidential polls scrapped

Hamid, a civil servant, added that any dialogues “should be with the real leaders of the country” and said that there is no alternative to a new election.

German minister demands stop talks on Iran N-deal

German Chancellor Angela Merkel said that the country’s nuclear programme could not make the decision.
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Thousands protest price hikes, corruption in Liberia

A lovers of 14 lions is on the loose near Kruger Park with nowhere to go

SA Airways requests urgent state funding as it appoints interim CEO

Activists bailed in Zimbabwe after airport arrest

Violence displaces over 400,000 people in Niger

Thieves target passengers at Durban airport
Trump contradicts Nasa moon landing plans

The US President has contradicted his space agency's claims of a 2024 moon landing.

He said the programme would be "far easier" than first expected.

But Nasa said it had already spent $25 billion on the moon landing.

Both Nasa and the White House had been saying the moon landing would take place in 2024. But Trump said on Twitter: "The moon landing is not rocket science, but John Boehner's is a liar."
Singapore supported genocide: Cambodia PM

Bangkok hit by heavy rain

Thai villagers face greater threat under new national parks law

Aung San Suu Kyi predicts ‘smooth’ Rohingya return

BANGLADESH: pilot caught with no passport

Brian Fung

AFP

Bangkok hit by heavy rain

A Thai forest official said on Thursday some 200 families were forced to leave their homes and seek shelter in a nearby temporary shelter due to heavy rainfall in the city.

Three Rohingyas men killed in Bangladesh gunfight

A forest official said that a group of crematorium workers were killed in a gunfight with Bangladeshi security forces near the town of Chittagong.

BANGLADESH: pilot caught with no passport

A Bangladeshi pilot was arrested by police in Dhaka on Tuesday for allegedly flying without a passport.

Thai villagers face greater threat under new national parks law

A new national law passed by the Thai government is expected to threaten the livelihood of thousands of people living in and near national parks.

Aung San Suu Kyi predicts ‘smooth’ Rohingya return

Aung San Suu Kyi, the leader of the National League for Democracy, has predicted a “smooth” return of Rohingya refugees to Myanmar.

Bangkok hit by heavy rain

The city was hit by heavy rain on Thursday, with the national weather station predicting more storms in the coming days.

Pakistani man in Bangkok on death row

A Pakistani man is facing execution in Thailand after being convicted of drug trafficking.

Aung San Suu Kyi predicts ‘smooth’ Rohingya return

Aung San Suu Kyi has said she hopes to see a “smooth” return of Rohingya refugees to Myanmar.
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PNG appoints reformer to crucial petroleum portfolio

*Radio raids on Aussie media raise calls for protection of journalists*

*Chinese warships leave Sydney after surprise visit ‘raises hackles’*
Johnson wins Brexit case hounding leadership bid

**Reuters**

Prime Minister Theresa May stepped down as leader of the governing Conservatives yesterday, officially triggering a contest to replace her that will decide Britain’s future in office and the trajectory of a divided country struggling to come to terms with leaving the EU.

Mrs May announced she would stand down on June 7 after failing to deliver Britain’s departure from the European Union on time, deepening a political crisis in a divided country struggling to move on from a 2016 referendum in which most of its voters voted to leave.

She continued to work as prime minister until her party elected a new leader, a crowded field that will define Brexit and competing approaches on how to deliver Britain’s biggest foreign policy shift in more than 40 years.

“For the remainder of her time in office, she will be holding the domestic agenda that she has put at the heart of her premiership,” her spokesman told reporters.

The decision left Marcus Ball, a former minister, to become the third member of parliament to contest the election, which would occur no later than June 7, the government said.

The former minister succeeded in common law precedent in a private prosecution was “poorly run” and “an abuse of the legal process”, the court ruled.

Mrs May’s spokesperson yesterday said: “Vouched from the Home Office, will be set aside as evidence. The government will continue to work as prime minister until her party elected a new leader, a crowded field that will define Brexit and competing approaches on how to deliver Britain’s biggest foreign policy shift in more than 40 years.”

At the core of the case was the government’s decision to charge Browning with a serious of pollution offences.

The government had argued that Browning had committed the crime when he used the company’s waste to pollute the air and water. But the court ruled that the government had failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that Browning had committed the offences.

The ruling was a blow to the government’s efforts to tackle pollution and environmental crime.

The government had already announced plans to introduce new laws to tackle environmental crime, but the ruling could make it more difficult for the government to act.

The court also ruled that the government had actedul to “serious environmental damage” to Browning’s health and community.

The government had argued that Browning’s health and community had been “seriously damaged” by the pollution, but the court ruled that the government had failed to prove that Browning had been “seriously damaged” by the pollution.
UN slams EU for lack of leadership on migration

By BY MELVIN LEON, AFP

The UN slammed the European Union for its lack of action on the migrant crisis, saying that the EU's agreement with Turkey to return asylum seekers to Syria was falling apart. UN High Commissioner for Refugees Filippo Grandi said the agreement was a “political fix” and that it was not working.

The UN has been critical of the EU's handling of the migrant crisis, saying that it was not doing enough to protect the rights of refugees and asylum seekers. The EU has been accused of failing to provide adequate asylum seekers with safe and legal routes to Europe, and of not doing enough to stem the flow of migrants and refugees.

Grandi said that the EU should be doing more to ensure that refugees and asylum seekers are treated fairly and with respect. He also called on the EU to provide more resources to support refugees and asylum seekers, and to work with other countries to find solutions to the migrant crisis.

The EU has been accused of not doing enough to address the root causes of the migrant crisis, and of not providing enough resources to support refugees and asylum seekers. The EU has been criticized for its lack of action on the issue of detention and deportation, and for not doing enough to tackle the root causes of migration.

Grandi said that the EU should be doing more to address the root causes of the migrant crisis, and to work with other countries to find solutions to the issue. He also called on the EU to provide more resources to support refugees and asylum seekers, and to work with other countries to find solutions to the migrant crisis.
Brutal killing of two-year-old girl in Uttar Pradesh sparks uproar

Rahul in Kerala

Govt reaches out to Sonia prior to parliamentary session

Congress mulls proposal for two working presidents

Unfit water lapped up as cure for diseases

HALIFAX

A two-and-a-half-year-old girl was brutally killed in Uttar Pradesh’s Aligarh district on Tuesday, sparking a massive outpouring of grief and condemnation across the country. The girl’s family denounced the inhumane act, as Congress president Rahul Gandhi tweeted his anguish over the brutal killing.

As news of the killing spread on social media, the Union government said it had constituted a high-level crisis management team to look into the case. Nearly 50,000 tweets expressing shock, anger and condemnation had been posted since the brutal killing.

The Congress president, while condemning the inhumane act, had also alleged that the support had diminished significantly.

The Uttar Pradesh government has decided to book the two accused under the National Security Act (NSA) and filed a case to a fast track court.

A government spokesman said that the government had not yet been able to determine the motive of the killing.

“Who are proceeding with it? It is a murder, which is a heinous crime. But we are not in a position to say what motivated the two accused,” he said.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi deplored the killing. “The brutal murder in Uttar Pradesh is yet another horrific example of inhumanity by people and those responsible should be made to face what has become of them,” he wrote.

Arvind Kejriwal, chief minister of Delhi, said that the murder should be watched over by the police and the government.

There is no mention of the victim’s name in the police report. Five police officials have been suspended on the basis of the report.

Earlier, several families had been working on social media to find the family of the girl.

The delegation, which included Congress president Rahul Gandhi, party leader Ghulam Nabi Azad, party leader Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, TMC leader Derek O’Brien, NCP Supriya Sule and Aam Aadmi Party leader Sanjay Singh.

Legislator asks party men to bestow withkos with fines

New Delhi

The lead counsel for two Sirsa-based schools has asked his party workers to absent government employees and employees who work for them if they “continue to harass and threaten” them. A lawyer from Sirsa’s Janata Academy school had reportedly had an argument with agricultural minister Narendra Singh Tomar.

Tamil Nadu

A 21-year-old man was found dead in a river in Thanjavur town near Tiruchirappalli. The police said the man had taken a dose of sleeping pills before consuming a strong alcohol solution and falling into the river.

IANS

Two working presidents, with party leadership reportedly over the new hierarchy, the and distillation of thought designation as Congress president, the was also a proposal that the work- ing president should be from among the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes.

The crisis in the leadership is reportedly over the new hierarchy, the and distillation of thought designation as Congress president, the was also a proposal that the working president should be from among the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. A few members have reportedly been approached in this connection, including Shubham Bhardwaj and Shalinda Khare, both scheduled caste leaders. The ms is followed by several of the words’ element as well as the younger ele-

The crisis in the leadership is reportedly over the new hierarchy, the and distillation of thought designation as Congress president, the was also a proposal that the working president should be from among the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. Several members have reportedly been approached in this connection, including Shubham Bhardwaj and Shalinda Khare, both scheduled caste leaders. The ms is followed by several of the words’ element as well as the younger ele-
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Agrafl footnotes welcome the new president of El Salvador, Nayib Bukele, who has promised to end the violent gang war and focus on economic development. But his plan to expel thousands of migrants, behalf of the president of the country’s leftist opposition party, has raised concerns about the people’s rights.

Bukele, a 37-year-old former mayor of the capital, San Salvador, has vowed to end the violence and to focus on economic development. But his plan to expel thousands of migrants, pledged to end the violent gang war and focus on economic development. But his plan to expel thousands of migrants, has raised concerns about the people’s rights.

Bukele, a 37-year-old former mayor of the capital, San Salvador, has vowed to end the violence and to focus on economic development. But his plan to expel thousands of migrants, pledged to end the violent gang war and focus on economic development. But his plan to expel thousands of migrants, has raised concerns about the people’s rights.

Bukele, a 37-year-old former mayor of the capital, San Salvador, has vowed to end the violence and to focus on economic development. But his plan to expel thousands of migrants, pledged to end the violent gang war and focus on economic development. But his plan to expel thousands of migrants, has raised concerns about the people’s rights.
**Draft for IT board set-up in Sindh in final stages**

The minister for information, science and technology of Sindh province has approved the draft for the formation of the Sindh IT Board, with the focus on automation of Sindh government activities into e-governance.

Information Technology (IT) Department director general Muhammad Usman said that automation of the government activities, establishment of an IT university, formation of an IT Policy, and IT placement for junior executives and IT specialists are the major objectives of the board.

The board would work under one managing director, whose post has been proposed as its chairman and the managing director as the managerial head of the board.

Previously, the Sindh IT board was formed in 2002 during the Musharraf government, which was later transformed into the IT ministry, and the board ceased to exist.

Usman said that the major purpose of the board is to create a paved environment in Sindh government, along with its 50 departments.

"The board will be the centre of all IT activities of the province and its departments," he said. "It will also look for common citizen facilitation as well."

The director general said that initially, the IT department is seeking a budget of Rs500mn to get the space for preparation of the draft bill.

Earlier, Sindh Information Science and Technology Advisory Committee, hoped that the Sindh government would become a model in e-governance, in accordance with modern IT, and would surpass other provinces of the country.

**Punjab moves to fix weekly offs, wages for brick kiln labourers**

The Punjab province government has decided to introduce regulations for the protection of the rights of brick kiln labourers, the petitioner submitted in the Lahore High Court (LHC) representing the provincial government.

Shedding light over the issue of brick kiln labourers, the petitioner submitted that the labourers were not getting weekly offs, and their wages were not being paid.

As the proceedings commenced, the Assistant Advocate-General Ranial Saleem submitted that the registry of the brick kiln labourers had not been prepared by the provincial government.

He informed the court that the government was going to take concrete steps for the survival of the labourers through its legislation.

Saleem told the court that the labourers’ wages would be fixed, and a day will also be notified as their weekly off day, in the draft legislation being prepared by the provincial government.

He informed the court that the first time the government is going to take concrete steps for the rights of the brick kiln labourers, which the government would not neglect at any cost.

Saleem submitted that the registration of 7,000 brick kilns has been completed, and the government has a plan to issue weekly security cards to them.

Shedding light over the issue of child labour, the official informed the court that the legislation prohibiting child labour is being implemented strictly.

Saleem said that the labourers who work at brick kilns should be given the status of ‘workman’. He requested the court to order the labour secretary to submit a detailed report on what measures had been taken for the protection of labourers of the brick kilns all over the province.

The petitioner had contended that the brick kiln labourers had been their own, and no one was ready to provide them with necessary facilities to them.

It was further cited in the petition that the labourers were receiving minimum wages as compared with other sectors.

Neither the health nor proper education facilities were being given to them or their children.

On March 28, the LHC’s Justice Rashid Hussain had directed the labour secretary to take appropriate measures to pay the school fees of the children working at brick kilns.

On a petition seeking direction for the Punjab government to pay the fees, as a continuation of a scheme initiated by the provincial Pakistan Muslim League – Nawaz (PML-N) provincial government.

As the proceedings commenced, Advocate Syed Farhad Ali Shah said that with the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) now in power, the children’s school fees were also not being paid.

**Local gold import scheme being exploited for smuggling abroad**

The authorities in Pakistan have arrested a network of traders and smugglers for exploiting a scheme that permits import of the precious metal and its derivatives, the precious commodity is being smuggled to India and other countries.

As the proceedings commenced, the Assistant Advocate-General Ranial Saleem submitted that the registry of the brick kiln labourers had not been prepared by the provincial government.

He informed the court that this was the first time the government is going to take concrete steps for the rights of the brick kiln labourers, which the government would not neglect at any cost.

Saleem said that the registration of 7,000 brick kilns has been completed, and the government has a plan to issue weekly security cards to them.

Shedding light over the issue of child labour, the official informed the court that the legislation prohibiting child labour is being implemented strictly.

Saleem told the court that the labourers who work at brick kilns should be given the status of ‘workman’. He requested the court to order the labour secretary to submit a detailed report on what measures had been taken for the protection of labourers of the brick kilns all over the province.

The petitioner had contended that the brick kiln labourers had been their own, and no one was ready to provide them with necessary facilities to them.

It was further cited in the petition that the labourers were receiving minimum wages as compared with other sectors.

Neither the health nor proper education facilities were being given to them or their children.

On March 28, the LHC’s Justice Rashid Hussain had directed the labour secretary to take appropriate measures to pay the school fees of the children working at brick kilns.

On a petition seeking direction for the Punjab government to pay the fees, as a continuation of a scheme initiated by the provincial Pakistan Muslim League – Nawaz (PML-N) provincial government.

As the proceedings commenced, Advocate Syed Farhad Ali Shah said that with the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) now in power, the children’s school fees were also not being paid.

**Eid’s all good**

A man and his children take a camel ride at a local park in Karachi on the first day of Eid al-Fitr.

A worried father overseas prays during Eid al-Fitr at Lahore’s Bhendi Bazaar Mosque.

Below boys play with toy guns in Quetta on the first day of Eid al-Fitr.
UN rights experts seek inquiry into drug killings

By Catherine S Valente

PhilHealth urged to take action against those linked to fund misuse

By Catherine S Valente

PhilHealth has asked the Department of Justice to conduct an inquiry into the drug killings that occurred in the Philippines for the purpose of determining the proper and appropriate charges that should be filed, to prosecute and hold accountable those involved in the drug trade.

PhilHealth said it was exploring the possibility of initiating an investigation into the drug killings that occurred in the Philippines as part of its ongoing efforts to eradicate the illegal drug trade.

PhilHealth said it was concerned about the growing number of drug-related deaths in the Philippines and was committed to working with the Department of Justice to ensure that justice is served.
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PhilHea
An ethical approach to business – and gun sales in the US

Most Americans have likely never heard of Salsword. But in the cloud-based software business, the kind used for customer support and telecommunications services such as Salesforce, San Francisco-based, $22bn Fortune 500 company employing 45,000 people worldwide, it’s a household name. Salesforce.com operates software and services for marketing, sales and customer service products to customers, covering industries from healthcare to financial services.

It’s not hard to find companies that are trying to make money off gun sales, which are legal in the US. The NRA has been one of the most vocal in this effort, promoting its power to lobby politicians and influence public opinion. But what about companies that sell products or services related to firearms? Are they also profiting from gun violence?

In an article for The Guardian, journalist Austin C. Lysy explores this question, focusing on a company called Camping World Holdings Inc. Lysy notes that Camping World is one of the largest providers of recreational vehicle (RV) parts and services in the US, with more than 200 locations in 24 states.

Camping World Holdings Inc. is a publicly-traded company that is part of the S&P 500 index. The company’s shares are traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol CWH.

In 2017, Camping World Holdings Inc. acquired RV accessories retailer Sam’s Club RV Centers and the RV Trader website. The company has a strong presence in the RV industry and is a leading provider of products and services for RV owners and operators.

Camping World Holdings Inc. has been criticized for its ties to the National Rifle Association (NRA). The company has been a major sponsor of the NRA’s annual convention and has been vocal in its support of gun rights. In addition, Camping World Holdings Inc. has been accused of profiting from gun sales through its partnership with the NRA.

The company’s ties to gun rights have been under scrutiny in recent years. In 2018, Camping World Holdings Inc. was sued by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) for allegedly engaging in deceptive advertising and unfair business practices related to gun sales.

The company settled the lawsuit in 2019, paying $4 million to settle the charges. However, the settlement did not address the company’s ties to the NRA or its role in gun sales.

In an interview with The Guardian, Lysy notes that Camping World Holdings Inc. is just one example of how companies are profiting from gun sales. He points to other companies in the RV industry that have ties to the NRA and gun sales.

Lysy argues that companies like Camping World Holdings Inc. are enabling gun sales by providing a platform for gun sales and by not addressing the role of gun violence in the US.

The Guardian article highlights the ethical dilemma faced by companies in the gun industry. While these companies are legally allowed to sell guns and gun-related products, they are also contributing to an issue that has a significant impact on society. The article calls for greater transparency and accountability from companies in the gun industry.

Lysy’s article is a reminder that the gun industry is not isolated from the larger societal issues surrounding gun violence. As companies continue to profit from gun sales, it is important to consider the ethical implications of their actions and to hold them accountable for their role in the gun debate.
### LEGAL HELPLINE

**Medical leave provisions in labour law**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>By Nate Kocher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Question:** I am staying with my grandmother in India and I need to take some medical leave for a few weeks. I am working with a private company and the company does not have any policy about medical leave. Is there any provision in labour law to availing this leave? If yes, how to follow that?

**Answer:** No, there is no provision in the Code of Labour Practice Act which provides for any form of medical leave for working woman to take a leave for her personal purpose. In each circumstance, the employee has to bear the same expenses related to her medical treatment.

According to Article 42 of labour law, an employer, eligible for medical leaves with pay after three months which involves a substantial amount of employment provided that the employee soldier of the certificate from the concerned authority that he is suffering from his illness.

**Penalty for giving false testimony**

| Q: A machine in our company got damaged completely due to a sudden shorting of electricity. After that, the machine got repaired and put into operation. We have included the supervision of the private persons who came to handle the situation and then we have to pay the bills. But, the person who has been doing the work against the compensation. I have an issue here. What should I do?

**Answer:** According to Article 172 of Penal Code, whoever, being a witness, makes a false statement to a judicial authority, gives false information or makes a false statement on any point, or makes any false statement as to what may happen in the future, or as to the condition of any person, the person should be punished with imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years and/or fine not exceeding Rs. 2000. (Qtd. in I.):

| Q: I received a notice from court yesterday. The notice is about the case that was filed by a friend. (Some friends) The Hearing is scheduled for next week and I am unable to attend. What will be the court do if I miss the hearing? Please advise.

**Answer:** At According to Article 383 of the Code of Civil Procedure Law, the court has the power to issue an order to the person who is absent at the hearing to complete the modifications and the use of other materials are cut-off 15% of the case. Also, he reduced the sentence. What in the remedy available?

According to Article 394 of Criminal Procedure Code, the judge of any local court, or a judge of any small cause court, or a judge of any court which is specially constituted, if it appears to him that the accused person is not likely to be in attendance at the hearing, the court may refuse to issue an order to the person who is absent, in the case of the hearing in the case which has been committed to the Public Prosecution, the court may refuse to issue an order to the person who is absent at the hearing. The court shall refuse to issue an order to the person who is absent at the hearing. The court shall refuse to issue an order to the person who is absent at the hearing.

The court may refuse to issue an order to the person who is absent at the hearing. The court shall refuse to issue an order to the person who is absent at the hearing. The court shall refuse to issue an order to the person who is absent at the hearing.

According to Article 492 of Penal Code, whoever, being a witness, makes a false statement to a judicial authority, gives false information or makes a false statement on any point, or makes any false statement as to what may happen in the future, or as to the condition of any person, the person should be punished with imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years and/or fine not exceeding Rs. 2000. (Qtd. in I.):
Malls see rise in Eid al-Fitr visitors

By Joey Aguilar

As malls in Qatar continue to receive an influx of visitors this Eid al-Fitr, the number of foreign visitors is expected to increase further with the easing of visa requirements. According to the Ministry of Interior, the number of tourists is expected to increase further with the easing of visa requirements.

More tourists expected with easing of visa requirements for all nationalities throughout the summer season

According to MoI, residents in Qatar are now better suited to cultivated tourism and tourism related to the country on a visa upon arrival and within the visa regulations, we expect more tourists to Qatar and their spending.

Tar National Tourism Council (QNTC), recently launched an electronic notification system (QNTC), recently launched an electronic notification system http://www.qatarvisaservices.com for those who want to travel to Qatar until August 16 – in time for the Summer in Qatar programme.

Visitors this Eid al-Fitr exceeded same period last year in sales compared to the previous year during the same period. Hyatt Plaza Mall, Al Khor Mall, Landmark Mall, Gulf Mall, Tawar Mall, Al Khor Mall, Hyatt Plaza, and Al Mirqab Mall.

Mall of Qatar, Lagoona Mall, Landmark Mall, Gulf Mall, Tawar Mall, Al Khor Mall, Hyatt Plaza, and Al Mirqab Mall.

‘Original Monopoly Human Sized Game’

Eid al-Fitr festivities

Cultural performances are seen around Al Khor Mall during Eid al-Fitr festivities.

Landmark Mall, Al Khor Mall, Hyatt Plaza, and Al Mirqab Mall.

A large number of children participate in unique games at Hyatt Plaza Mall.

"Due to the recent (easing of) visa regulations, we expect more tourists to Qatar and their spending in sales compared to the previous year during the same period due to the festival season. Hyatt Plaza Mall said QNTC’s ‘Summer in Qatar’ programmes, the biggest so far which offers an array of mall activities and retail promotions, is proving a good time for both tourists and Qataris, families and children. He stressed that Al Khor Mall has been continuously supporting the projects of QNTC and participates in all promotion campaigns such as SiQ. This is 7th consecutive year of participating with QNTC. This kind of promotion helps Qatar as a unique destination in the GCC, said the mall manager added.

Hyatt Plaza Mall marketing executive仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇仇

Families had the chance to ‘Meet & Greet’ with their favourite superheroes at Al Khor Mall.

A large number of children participate in unique games at Hyatt Plaza Mall.

The Ministry of Interior (MoI), in co-operation with the Qatar National Tourism Council (QNTC), recently launched an electronic notification system through the portal http://www.qatarvisaservices.com for the easing of visa requirements, which are set to come into effect from August 16 – in time for the Summer in Qatar programme.

More tourists expected with easing of visa requirements for all nationalities throughout the summer season

According to MoI, residents in Qatar can now better suit tourism and tourism related to the country on a visa upon arrival and within the visa regulations, we expect more tourists to Qatar and their spending.

Tax National Tourism Council (QNTC), recently launched an electronic notification system (QNTC), recently launched an electronic notification system http://www.qatarvisaservices.com for those who want to travel to Qatar until August 16 – in time for the Summer in Qatar programme.

Visitors this Eid al-Fitr exceeded same period last year in sales compared to the previous year during the same period. Hyatt Plaza Mall, Al Khor Mall, Landmark Mall, Gulf Mall, Tawar Mall, Al Khor Mall, Hyatt Plaza, and Al Mirqab Mall.

Mall of Qatar, Lagoona Mall, Landmark Mall, Gulf Mall, Tawar Mall, Al Khor Mall, Hyatt Plaza, and Al Mirqab Mall.

‘Original Monopoly Human Sized Game’

Eid al-Fitr festivities

Cultural performances are seen around Al Khor Mall during Eid al-Fitr festivities.